
TsunamisTsunamis

Long period water waves caused by Long period water waves caused by 
displacement of the sea floordisplacement of the sea floor



Tsunamis are caused byTsunamis are caused by

“Shallow water” waves that always feel “Shallow water” waves that always feel 
the sea floorthe sea floor

• Earthquakes
• Volcanic eruptions

• Landslides
• Meteor impacts



Wind Waves and SwellsWind Waves and Swells

“Deep water” waves that die out with “Deep water” waves that die out with 
depth beneath the surfacedepth beneath the surface

Speed in deep water 70 mph, at the coast 10 mphSpeed in deep water 70 mph, at the coast 10 mph
7 7 -- 14 seconds between crests14 seconds between crests



“Shallow water” waves that always feel “Shallow water” waves that always feel 
the sea floor. the sea floor. Speed in deep water ~500 mph, at the Speed in deep water ~500 mph, at the 

coast 25 coast 25 -- 35 mph, 5 35 mph, 5 -- 60 minutes between crests60 minutes between crests

TsunamisTsunamis



Subduction ZonesSubduction Zones

Subduction zone earthquakes often cause vertical movement of the
sea floor and are the most frequent cause of tsunamis.



Subduction ZonesSubduction Zones

One plate is pulled by gravity beneath another plate.  The 
plate on top is compressed like a spring



Subduction ZonesSubduction Zones
The earthquake occurs rapidly releasing the stored energy.  
Elastic rebound causes the compressed land to spring back.



Subduction ZonesSubduction Zones
Deformation of the sea floor causes tsunami waves to travel 
out in all directions away from the earthquake source.



LandslidesLandslides
Submarine landslides or slides that start on land and fall into Submarine landslides or slides that start on land and fall into the the 
ocean can cause tsunamis.  Slides are often triggered by ocean can cause tsunamis.  Slides are often triggered by 
earthquakes.earthquakes.
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LandslidesLandslides

Continental shelf offshore of Palos Verdes, Southern California.  

Deposits from past slidesDeposits from past slides

Potential area that may fail in the near futurePotential area that may fail in the near future

PalosPalos VerdesVerdes, California, California



Volcano: Krakatau,Indonesia

1883 Volcanic eruption , >50 foot high tsunami 
waves  36,000 tsunami deaths



Tsunamis are always a series of waves that may Tsunamis are always a series of waves that may 
be spaced minutes to over an hour apart. The be spaced minutes to over an hour apart. The 
first wave is almost never the largest and first wave is almost never the largest and 
damaging waves can last 8 hours or longer!damaging waves can last 8 hours or longer!

The ocean water level at San Diego on The ocean water level at San Diego on 
May 23, 1960.  Nine waves arrived over May 23, 1960.  Nine waves arrived over 
a nine hour period generated by the a nine hour period generated by the 
great Chilean earthquake.great Chilean earthquake.

1960 magnitude 9.5 Chilean 1960 magnitude 9.5 Chilean 
earthquake about 15 hours after earthquake about 15 hours after 
the earthquake.the earthquake.



Anatomy of a TsunamiAnatomy of a Tsunami
In deep water, the wave height is no more than 
a few feet and won’t be noticed by boats. 
Successive wave crests may be hundreds of 
miles apart and waves travel at the speed of a 
jet airplane - over 500 mph.
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When the tsunami hits the coast, it has slowed 
down to 20 - 35 mph and the largest tsunamis 
may reach 25 feet or higher.  The waves come 
on shore as violent surges of debris-filled 
water - more like a river in flood than a typical 
ocean wave.
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A submarine earthquake causes the 
sea floor to uplift,  raising the 
water above it. The bulge of water 
travels outward in all directions.
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As the sea floor shallows, the 
tsunami slows down, causing 
the water to build up in height 
and the waves to bunch 
together.
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A 15 foot tsunami will cause more A 15 foot tsunami will cause more 
damage than a 25 foot storm wave!damage than a 25 foot storm wave!

A tsunami has a longer wave length and a higher speed than a storm wave.  The 
water has more momentum and penetrates further onshore.

Tsunami wave:
100 mile wave length, 30 mph

V-shaped storm wave:
500 ft wave length, 10 mph

Church in Peru was a 
half-mile from shore, 
destroyed by a 15 ft 
tsunami.  25 ft 
storm waves regularly 
pound the coast and 
cause no damage.

Camana, Peru 2001



What tsunamis are:What tsunamis are:
Tsunamis most often hit as a turbulent, Tsunamis most often hit as a turbulent, 
debrisdebris--filled surge of waterfilled surge of water..

Hilo, Hawaii 1946

Coconut Island, Hawaii 1946 Antone Aguiar, Pier 1 Dock Foreman

Laie Point, Oahu 1957



What tsunamis are:What tsunamis are:
On rare occasions, a tsunami may hit the coast On rare occasions, a tsunami may hit the coast 
as a steepas a steep--faced wall of water or bore.faced wall of water or bore.

Puumaile, Hawaii 1946 Hilo, Hawaii 1946



What tsunamis are:What tsunamis are:
Large tsunamis may cause a bore to travel miles Large tsunamis may cause a bore to travel miles 
up large river channels.up large river channels.



What tsunamis are:What tsunamis are:
Tsunamis can also occur in lakes and inland seas.Tsunamis can also occur in lakes and inland seas.

The 1980 eruption of Mt. St. Helens caused an 800 foot high waveThe 1980 eruption of Mt. St. Helens caused an 800 foot high wave on on 
Spirit Lake.Spirit Lake.



What tsunamis are not:What tsunamis are not:
Tsunamis are not Tsunamis are not 
VV--shaped or shaped or 
curling waves!curling waves!

The famous 19th century The famous 19th century HokusaiHokusai
print shows a winter storm wave print shows a winter storm wave 
off the coast of Kanagawa.off the coast of Kanagawa.



Tsunamis cause damage by:Tsunamis cause damage by:

La Punta, Peru 2001

FloodingFlooding

Bashing buildings with debrisBashing buildings with debris

Camana, Peru 2001 Okushiri, Japan 1993



Tsunamis cause damage by:Tsunamis cause damage by:

Camana, Peru 2001

La Punta, Peru 2001

Causing Scour!Causing Scour!
Incoming waves are not the Incoming waves are not the 
only source of damage.  only source of damage.  
Powerful outflow as the Powerful outflow as the 
water recedes scours soil water recedes scours soil 
away from structures and away from structures and 
trees.trees.

Depositing Depositing 
sand and sand and 
debris.debris.



Tsunamis cause damage by:Tsunamis cause damage by:

In the 1964 Crescent In the 1964 Crescent 
City tsunami, most City tsunami, most 
buildings were not buildings were not 
attached to foundations, attached to foundations, 
and many were floated by and many were floated by 
the water.the water.

Lifting wood Lifting wood 
buildings off their buildings off their 
foundations.foundations.

Crescent Beach, Crescent City 1964Crescent Beach, Crescent City 1964

Crescent City 1964Crescent City 1964



Tsunamis cause damage by:Tsunamis cause damage by:
FIRE!!FIRE!! Fire almost Fire almost 

always follows tsunamis in always follows tsunamis in 
developed areas. Gas and developed areas. Gas and 
electrical lines are disrupted electrical lines are disrupted 
and sparks trigger fires.and sparks trigger fires.

Crescent City 1964Crescent City 1964

Valdez 1964Valdez 1964


